Competition and coexistence in spatially subdivided habitats.
While non-spatial models predict that like species cannot stably coexist, empirical studies suggest that similar species have similar distributions due to shared habitat requirements. A model is developed to discuss competition and coexistence in subdivided but locally stable habitats. The model predicts that in some cases it is possible for one species to exclude the other species from a geographic region, while in other cases two competing species can stably coexist. The equilibrium level and the fraction of doubly occupied patches, if there is coexistence, are determined by the strength of competition on colonization and exclusion in such a system. Also, it is possible for two ecologically identical species to stably coexist, and two asymmetrically competing species can coexist when there is a trade-off between local competition ability and invasion ability. When rescue effects are considered, the stable region at internal equilibrium point would be reduced, but the fraction of doubly occupied patches would be enlarged.